Abstract. We consider the class of meromorphic functions with finitely many fixed points, that is the class offunctions ofthe form f(z) = z+ R(z)es('), where .E is rational and g is entire.
Introduction
In the following we will let /: C -, Ö denote a non-linear meromorphic function a,nd "f" t n €. N, the n-th iterate of /. The set of normality, If(/), is defined to be the set of points z € C such that the sequenc. (f") is defined, meromorphic and forms a normal family in some neighbourhood of z. It is easy to see that N(/) is open and has the property of complete invariance under /, that is z e N(/) if and only if f(z) € N(/). The complemenr J(f) of N(/) is called the Julia set. This set is clearly closed and contains all the poles of / and their pre-images. More details of these and other basic properties of the sets ,nf(f) and /(/) can be found in [8] and [9] for entire functions and in [3] for meromorphic functions with at least one pole.
For any meromorphic function / it can easily be seen that a component U of the set of normality, N(/) , must be mapped by / into a component V of. ,^f(/). If f"+*(U)nf"(U)*0 for someintegers n ) 0, m) 0 thenwesaythat /"(U) is a periodic domain and, if this fails to hold for n : 0, U is a pre-periodic domain. If, however , f"(U)n f*(U) :0 for all integers n,m )-0,, , * rn., then U is called a wandering domain of /. The situation where U is periodic is well understood, and such domains can arise in only a small number of ways. In the case where / is a rational function Sullivan [13, 14] proved the following imporiant result thus solving a problem which had been open since the time of Fatou and Julia. Theorem A. A rational function whose degree is at least 2 has no wandering domains. 1991 [13] . It is, however, possible to extend the result to certain classes of meromorphic functions.
One such class is the class of transcendental functions whose inverse functions have only finitely maf,ry singularities as proved by Eremenko and Lyubich in [7] , and by Goldberg and Keen in [10] . Goldberg For the sake of simplicity we will wfite U(z) : R'(z) + R(z)Q'Q).
We now put t : QQ) . In a neighbourhood of oo the branches of the inverse function , : Q-'(t) have an expansion of the form (2.2) z -tr/* * co * cr t-r/* + where cot ct are constants. So Q-'(t) has rn branches in the region a: {t: Itl> M,, d R+), where M is a sufficiently large constant. A particular branch Q;'(t) is defined by taking argly'l* in the interval (2"(j -t)l*,,ztr j lm) where j is an integer, L < j < nz. For as lt,l --+ oo. Hence, for large lt"l, arg Hi(t"), defined as in (2.8), lies in an interval ((2r + 7)r -r16,(2r *l)r +r16) for some integer r(t"). As 'We now take M to be a real value such that M > rrrax (lpr l,. . .,lp*l). I" the case where there is a sequence of curves 7r(t)+r,(r) tending io *, there åxists r(k). such that 7,11y.r-n(r) C {z : lzl > M}. A. p, e f"G) (D,(}) ), it follows that f"G)(D,G)) > {, : lzl > M}. In this case we take 671y1': Afn(r)(D,1ry) c 7r(t)*a(r) .
In the case where there is a sequence of curves lrg)!n(r) tending to p1 , as p1 is a pole of /, it follows that there exists r(/c) such that 7,17,;1n(r){1 C {z : lrl > M\, and also that /n(r)+'(Drr,l) is a full neighbourhood of oo contained. in {2.: lrl 7 U1. So we pd L(M): n(r) + r(k) * 1 and rake 61,11ay to be the boundary of the component of the complement of Tr(r)+r,(r)1r containiog pr.
Finally since V fiVn:0, n ) 0, the above results clearly imply that V is bounded.
We are now in a position to prove the main result of this section. [urr,r,un,zlf"(v) I L fot all tur,1 , wn,2 €'ln. We also know that V is a wandering domain and so, for large n, f"(V) C O where O is the plane punctured at the points 0, 1 . So, for large n, we have L ) lw n,1, w n,zl f " (v) 2 l* n,r, w n,z)a for all u)n,y, 1Dn,2 €'fn. where a is a path joinin1 un1 to tDr,2. Hence for such points + los log l*n,rl S *+ los los l*,,r1, + log l*n,rl S A log l*n,rl,
where .4 is a positive constant dependent only on 7.
We now take a real number M > 2Ms anda curve 6;114y which satisfies Throughout the following section we will assume that if f(") :
where 8 is a rational function and Q is a polynomial of degree g, then Kq < q+|.
The only result about quasiconformal maps that we use is the following 1r"", fo. example, [12] for a proof of this result and for more background material).
Lemma 4.1. If f is a K -quasiconformal homeomorphism of the complex plane, fixing 0 and oo fåen tåere is a constant C such that for la,rge z we have we also need the followirrg result proved in [8] : T&(""(t)) + [-So (ot"(t))Ti(""(r)) + s!(a"(t))ro (""1ry)1 "Qo(a"(t)) *,9o (a"(J)) ro (""1t;; q,q @ "(t)) We see that each F" depends analytically on each of the parameters of /6 and belongs to Ct(I).
We have a"(0) : a" and so, at f : 0, (4.1) *:[-S(a")"'(o") * S'(a")T(a") * '9(a")" (o")Q'@"))a!eQ@") * k S (a ")T(o")af -t "Q(o").
We claim that there are g * 1 choices of c for which the vectors /0F" äf"r %: l.Aoo,"', Aoo) are linearly independent at t :0. If not, then all of the uc span a space in Cq*1 of dimension at most g. This implies that there exists a vector 9: (uo, ...,uc) such that u # 9, and for each c at f : 0 (4.2) we see that the polynomial P where q P(r)_»uk{[ k:0 + kS(r)"( ,)ro-t ) then vanishes for each o" and hence for all z. The highest power of z in this polynomial is s * t*2q -1 and this comes from the term u;,,5(z)T(z)Q'Q)zq and so os :0. Using the same line of argument it follows successively that uo-r : 0, uq-2:0, ...r u0 :0 and so u :0 which is a contradiction. ' We are now able to take g * 1 choices of c, which we label as c (d) is non-singular at f :0. Letting !(t) be the vector with components O(t,21), Q(t,z), and a(t) : (os(t),...,or(r)) it now follows from the implicit function theorem that there is a Cr function S, b(t) --+ o(t) in a neighbourhood of q(0). We know that all the components of å are in Ct(T) and hence all the as, 0 ( k 1q, are in C'(7') for some open subset 7t of 7 as required.
Using the results of the last three sections we are now able to prove Theorem C using essentially the same argument as that used to prove Theorem B in [2, Section 7] .
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